For immediate release

Traveller Ambulances flagged off by Dy. CM Ajit Pawar for Pune

Pune, May 28, 2021- Deputy Chief Minister Shri Ajit Pawar and Health Minister Shri Rajesh
Tope today deployed a fleet of Traveller Ambulances to improve the district’s response in the
ongoing fight against Covid-19 pandemic. Under this initiative, Force Motors has delivered over
500 Traveller and Trax Ambulances in the past month and a half. These ambulances shall be
stationed at Primary Health Centres across the state.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Prasan Firodia- Managing Director, Force Motors Ltd. said, “We
appreciate the initiative taken by the State Govt. to strengthen the healthcare system during
the pandemic. We are happy that the Govt. of Maharashtra reposed their trust in the proven
and reliable Force Traveller and Trax Ambulances”.
The Force range of Ambulances owe their outstanding performance on account of their
Mercedes derived power trains that deliver best-in-class power and torque which enables it to
move critical patients to the hospitals within the golden hour. The all-terrain capability of the
Trax and Traveller Ambulances is derived from the best-in-class ground clearance and sturdy
design of the axles and suspension. All these qualities ensure the Force Trax and Traveller
Ambulances are able to service even the remotest locations of the state.
These Ambulances are backed by a network of fully equipped authorized service centres spread
across the state, complete with company trained technicians and ample stock of reasonably
priced genuine spare parts.
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About Force Motors Limited

Force Motors, was established in 1958 by Shri N. K. Firodia, with the vision to provide affordable
commercial transport for the masses by harnessing the best available technology and offering
economical, reliable and efficient products.
Today, Force Motors is a fully vertically integrated automobile company manufacturing automotive
components, aggregates, vehicles and agricultural tractors. Its ‘Traveller’ and ‘Trax’ vehicle ranges are
market leaders in their respective segments.
Force Motors is the flagship of the company group headed by Dr Abhay Firodia which has 15
manufacturing units across the country and a 14,000-strong workforce.
Force Motors is the only company in the world that produces engines for both Mercedes and BMW. In
March 2018, it entered into a JV with Rolls-Royce Power Systems AG to manufacture in India and supply
worldwide their 10/12 cylinder S1600 engines (545 to 1050hp) for power generation and under floor rail
applications.
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